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Seven up-and-coming designers bring a new  
perspective to the local design scene

BY SHARON JAFFE DAN & JULIE SANDERS
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Our 2013 rising 
stars strike a pose 
in the Poggenpohl 

showroom in 
Cady’s Alley. 

Seating is 
Poggenpohl’s 

Arestino collection.
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When Patrick Brian Jones headed for Catholic University to study 
architecture, a neighbor who had just become an architect herself 
gave him a gift of drafting supplies wrapped in a blueprint, with a 
card that read, “Architecture is about the things you see and how 
you see them: first you must see the beauty, then you may use it.” 

Jones still finds meaning in these words after launching his own 
architecture and interior design firm in 2011. The move followed 
10 years at DC’s Arcadia Design and another three at ColePrévost, 
where he worked with his former Catholic University professor, 
Robert Cole. “What attracted me to ColePrévost,” says Jones, “was 
the approach they take to both architecture and interiors. This syn-
ergy is critical in designing spaces.” 

Jones’s most ambitious project to date was the retrofit of an early-
1900s Dupont Circle row house into a condo building. He now lives in 
one unit; the other two quickly sold. “There’s no way I could’ve done it 
without my design experience or knowing the business end,” says Jones. 
“I had no problem selling the units—and I got a nice place to live.”

PATRICK BRIAN JONES

Design SYNERGY
DESIGNER AT HOME 
Jones gutted and redesigned the 
interiors of a Dupont Circle row 
house, adding an addition and 
roof terrace and creating three 
condos in the property. 
1/ In the kitchen of his own 
apartment in the building, 
he played up the contrast of 
white oak and red-lacquered 
cabinets in the kitchen. A 
backsplash made of recycled 
skateboard decks “pulls the 
whole apartment together,” says 
the designer. 2/ Jones’s office 
features custom-built millwork 
and a daybed by Case Study. 
3/ In the living room, Jones 
built out an existing fireplace 
with parged concrete block and 
sliding doors made of hot-rolled 
steel. 

URBAN RETREAT
Jones also designed the interiors 
of a two-story townhouse 
in Columbia Heights, taking 
a holistic approach to its 
architecture and interiors. 
4/ The multi-level roof deck 
features a pergola shading a 
daybed and crisp, white seating 

by West Elm.  5/ In the bedroom, 
Jones raised the ceiling height to 
create a lofty vibe; sleek hanging 
pendants flank the bed by Room 
& Board. 6/ In the living room, 
Jones designed custom millwork 
to break up the space and 
furnished it with classic modern 
pieces, including Mies van der 
Rohe chairs and a Noguchi table. 
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